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WEEK 9

ORAL LANGUAGE
Topic: Community Helpers

Objectives: By the end of this lesson you 
will be able to:

1. state what a community helper does.

2. name your favorite community helper 
and explain why in a complete 
sentence. 

Community helpers are people in the 
community who help others. 

Language Development
READING VOCABULARY

Topic: High Frequency Word- the

Objectives: By the end of this lesson you 
will be able to:

1. identify the high frequency word “the”.

2. create a simple sentence using the 
word ‘the”.

Content

We use the word “the” when talking 
specifically about something. The word 
“the” has three letters, “t”, “h” and “e”.

For example:

The doctor helps sick people.

The teacher helps children learn. 

LETTER RECOGNITION
Topic: Letter Ff

Objectives: By the end of this lesson you 
will be able to:

1. identify upper case and lower case 
Ff.

2. form the letter Ff.

Content

This is uppercase F. This is lowercase f. 
The letter Ff is a part of the alphabet. 
Here is how you form the letter Ff.

PHONICS
Topic: Initial Sound /f/

Objective: By the end of this lesson you 
will be able to:

1. say the initial /f/ sound.

2. identify words beginning with the letter 
Ff.

Content

The letter Ff makes the /f/ sound. To make 
the /f/ sound, air is pushed out the mouth 
between the top teeth and the upper 
backside of the bottom lip. Here are some 
words that begin with the letter Ff:

fire flamingo             fan

fighter
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WEEK 9

Cognitive Development-Math

MATH CONCEPT
Topic: Numeral 2

Objectives: By the end of this lesson you 
will be able to:

1. identify numeral two.

2. count two objects.

Content

This is numeral two. 

Here are two frogs.

Here are two forks.

MATH READINESS
Topic: Star

Objectives: By the end of this lesson you 
will be able to:

1. identify the star shape.

2. associate objects with the star shape.

Content

A star has five points.

Some things that are the shape of a star 
are:

star (in the sky)                 starfish 

MATH CONCEPT
Topic: Numeral 3

Objectives: By the end of this lesson you will be able to:

1. identify numeral three.

2. count three objects.

Content

This is numeral three.                 Here are three stars.               Here are three fingers.

3

2
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Cognitive Development- Science
The Doctor

Topic: Tools The Doctor Uses

Objectives: By the end of this lesson you will be able to:

1. state the role of a doctor.
2.  name three tools that the doctor uses.

Content
Doctors help people who are sick or get injured. Doctors also make sure that we stay 
healthy. 

Here are some tools that doctors use: 

gloves                      stethoscope                   otoscope                syringe  

medicine                  bandage               thermometer                        scissors     



WEEK 9

Instructions: Draw and colour your favourite
doctor tool. Then trace or write its name.


